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             The important safeguards and instructions appearing in this manual are not meant 
to cover all possible conditions and situations that may occur. It must  be understood that 
common  sense, caution  and  careful attention to detail are factors which cannot be built 
into this product. These  factors  must be  supplied by  the person or persons installing, caring 
for, and operating the unit.
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2. Gently pull the wire through light kit plate 
    and attach light kit plate to light kit adapter. 
    (see Fig.12,13)

3. Plug together light kit wires from fan to 
    light kit wires from LED light kit and attach 
    the LED light kit to the light kit plate using 3 
    screws in light kit plate. (see Fig.14,15,16)

4.  Attach the shade by lining up tabs in light 
     kit plate with grooves in the shade and twist 
     clockwise until tight (see Fig.17)
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3. CONNECTING THE RECEIVER (FIG.1)
Use the wire nuts provided and make electrical connections as follows:
a. Connect Green wire from fan to the Bare copper (ground) from junction box.
b. Connect Black wire (AC IN L) from the Receiver to the Black wire from the
     junction box.
c. Connect White wire (AC IN N) from the Receiver to the White wire from
    junction box.
d. Connect Red wire (MOTOR 1) from the Receiver to the Red wire (MOTOR 1)
    from fan.
e. Connect Purple wire (MOTOR 2) from the Receiver to the Purple wire
    (MOTOR 2) from fan.
f.  Connect Grey wire (MOTOR 3) from the receiver to the Grey wire (MOTOR 3)
    from fan.
g. Connect Blue wire (FOR LIGHT) from the Receiver to the Blue wire from fan.
h. Connect White wire (FOR  LIGHT) from the Receiver to the White wire from fan.
i.   After wires are connected, carefully tuck them into the junction box.
j.  Lay the black antenna wire on top of the Receiver and insert into the mounting
    bracket.

4. INSTALLING THE BATTERY INTO THE TRANSMITTER 
Remove the battery cover on the back of the transmitter and insert the battery provided. 
Make sure the “+”  “-” sigh is correct. (FIG.3)
NOTE: Use 2x1.5V (AAA) battery. If not using for long period of time, remove battery to 
prevent damage to transmitter.

5. OPERATING THE TRANSMITTER
a. “SPEED UP”buttons:this button used to select the fan speed. Touch and release the button of  the desired speed setting.There are total 6 speeds. 
    Touch the button to increase the fan speeds. The LED on the front of transmitter indicate speed. 
b.  “SPEED DOWN” buttons:this button used to select the fan speed.Press and release the button of  the desired speed setting.There are total 6 speeds.
    Touch the button to decrease the fan speeds.The LED on the front of transmitter indicate speed. 
c. “FOR/REV” button: This button will change rotation direction. 
d. “FAN ON/OFF”button: This button will turn the fan on and off.
e  “LIGHT DIMMER”button: This button will control the brightness setting. Touch and hold the button for the desired brightness.The light will cycle
    continuously between bright and dim settings as long as the button is held down. The light key has auto resume, it will stay at the same brightness
    as last time when it was turned off.
f. “LIGHT ON/OFF” button:This button will turn the light on and off.
g. Memory function
   If you turn off the fan or light by transmitter, it will memorize and recover automatically to
   last time’s fan speed and light brightness when turned on next time.

BLDC CEILING FAN REMOTE CONTROLLER
WARNING! SHUT OFF THE POWER WITH FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER.

1. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
 WARNING: HIGH VOLTAGE: Disconnect the electric power source by 
  removing fuse or switching off circuit breakers.
  Only used for BLDC ceiling fans.
  Electrical wiring must meet all local and national electrical code 
  requirements.
  Electrical source and fan must be 115/120 volt, 60Hz. Maximum fan
  motor 50W, maximum light watts: 40W LED only. Household electric
  power can cause serious injury or death.

2. FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE.
a. Turn the power off to your ceiling fan for 10 seconds minimum.
b. Return power to the receiver.     
c. Within 60 seconds of turning the fan’s AC power on, Touch and hold
    the transmitter’s “LIGHT ON/OFF” button for 5 seconds.
    NOTE: After the AC power is on, do not touch any other button on the  
    transmitter before pressing the “LIGHT ON/OFF” button, doing so will 
    cause the procedure to fail. 
d. Once the receiver has detected the set frenquency, the light of your 
    fan if applicable will blink twice.(There is no indication if your fan is not
    equipped with a light)
e. The receiver has now learn the frequency with the transmitter. After 
    completing the steps above, you should be able to operate the ceiling fan
    and  light. If the fan is not responding to the transmitter, Please turn the 
    power off to the  receiver, and repeat the process.
 

NOTE: This device complies with part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1)  This device may not cause harmful interference; 
(2) This device must accept any  interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation .
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